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Abstract 

The article is a demographic survey on the Kurds in Greater Khorasan including 

presently three separate provinces within the territorial-administrative system of 

Iran. The research is mainly based on the field materials; the author had identified 
most of the Kurdish populated localities in situ, though the data obtained from the 
local municipalities were also taken into consideration. The paper includes a com 

prehensive list of all the villages and rural centres of Greater Khorasan with com 

pact and mixed Kurdish population, according to the minor administrative divi 

sions, sahrestans, i. e. districts. 

The biggest part of the Khorasani Kurds is sedentary, although there are also some 

groups of seasonal pastoralists. All the Kurds of Khorasan are Shi'ites. Generally, 
there are 696 villages with a compact or prevailing Kurdish population registered on 

the territory of Greater Khorasan. The total number of the Khorasani Kurds can be 

estimated around one million. 
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Introduction 

Khorasan (Xorasan)1 is the biggest province of Iran, located in the North 
East of the country. This region, especially in the north, is characterised 

by a large ethnic diversity. Over a surface of 15,444 square miles, all the 
ethnic groups that compose the population of contemporary Iran can be 
found: the Kurds, Baluches, Lurs, Turks, Turkmens, Sistanis, Afghans, 
Arabs, etc., though most of them have appeared here as a result of mi 

grations from their historical homelands. At present, Khorasan is di 

* I would like to acknowledge my debt to my teacher Prof. G. Asatrian for his 
help in preparing this paper and generally for furthering my work in the field. 

According to the Classical New Persian pronunciation, Khurasan (Xurdsan). 
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vided into three separate provinces?Northern Khorasan (Xordsan-e 
somali), Khorasan-e Razavi (Xordsan-e Radavi)?the central part of the 
area, and Southern Khorasan (Xorasan-ejonuht). It should be noted, how 
ever, that the Kurds live mainly in the two northern parts of Greater 
Khorasan. The term Khorasan in this paper is applied to all the three 

provinces, usually referred to also as Greater Khorasan (Xorasan-e bo 

zorg). 
The research is mainly based on the author's field materials. Since 

the ethnic attribution of the villages is generally omitted or almost ig 
nored in the respective sources, and the official data are often contra 

dictive, most of the localities populated by Kurds, had been identified by 
the author himself in situ, though the archive materials from the local 

municipal centres were largely used as well. 
The survey concerns exclusively the rural places as, despite the high 

ratio of the Kurds in the cities (Mashhad, Quchan, Bojnurd, Neyshabur, 
etc.), their identification in the urban environment is attended with cer 
tain difficulties. The Kurds in Khorasan, especially the educated layers, 
usually assimilate, sometimes even in the first generation. This phe 
nomenon, however, has nothing to do with the purposeful policy. The 
authorities in present-day Iran generally promote local cultures and 

languages; a number of Kurdish newspapers and magazines are pub 
lished today in Khorasan. The point is that the Kurdish ethnicity in 
Khorasan has become a rather social label, or characteristic; to be a 
Kurd implies the belonging to rustic milieu, a villager par excellence. 

There is also another point to be taken into account. Though the 

overwhelming majority of the identified villages are purely Kurdish, 
there are also some with mixed population (with the Persian- and 

Turkic-speaking groups), with the Kurdish inhabitants still prevailing. 
Even the mixed Kurdish-Baluchi villages can be found in the area. 

The biggest part of the Khorasani Kurds is sedentary, although there 
are also some groups of seasonal pastoralists. All the Kurds of Khorasan 
are Shi'its. Generally, there are 696 villages with the compact or pre 

vailing Kurdish population registered on the territory of Greater 
Khorasan. Due to the lack of the exact census data on the ethnic groups 
in Iran, the reasonable figure on the Kurds cannot be either; yet, judging 
by some demographical parameters, their total number in Khorasan can 

be estimated around one million. 

Emergence of the Kurds in Khorasan 

The beginning of the 16th century was a crucial period in the history of 
the Kurds having populated at that time the North-West of Iran and the 
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adjoining areas of Northern Mesopotamia. The Safavid-Ottoman con 

frontation, particularly after the Chaldiran battle in 1514, revealed the 

significance of the Kurdish-speaking element as an important military 
factor in the region. The succeeding period in the internal policies of 
both Ottoman Empire and Safavid Persia, is marked with the conspicu 
ous trend of using this factor as a security component. 

The Ottomans started to actively populate the eastern regions of 
Western Armenia (the so-called Eastern Anatolia) with Kurds, displacing 
the autochthonous Armenians; the process of Kurdisation of the area 

being aimed at creating a stronghold against the Safavids. 
As for the Persians, they initiated the migration of Kurds from the 

same territories in the opposite direction?to Khorasan, which was 

primarily aimed at dispersing the compact Kurdish population in the 
border zone with the Ottomans, as well as at creating a defense-line 

along the north-east frontiers of the country against the constant in 
roads of the Turkmen and Uzbek nomads. 

Milking in Daragaz (Photo by the Author) 

The enrooting of the Kurdish ethnic element on the Armenian native 
lands had finally resulted in the extermination of the Armenian popula 
tion of the area by the beginning of the 20th century, and conse 

quently?in the formation of a compact Kurdish populated region in the 
east of present-day Turkey, known today under the conditional term 
"Turkish Kurdistan". 
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The relocation of the Kurds by the Persians, however, had no geo 

political consequences. The Kurds, settled in Khorasan, played, in fact, a 

certain role in the defense of the north-east frontiers of Iran, although 
having often rebelled against the central government (e.g. the revolt of 
the Quchan Kurds against Fath-'Ali Shah Qajar in 1839, suppressed by 
the crown-prince 'Abbas Mirza).2 

The process of migration to Khorasan, initiated by Shah Isma'il and 
continued during Shah Tahmasp, became systematic under the reign of 
Shah 'Abbas. In the period from 1598 to 1601, the latter forced 45,000 
Kurdish families, primarily from the regions located in the historical 
Western Armenia and the South Caucasus, to move to Khorasan. Shah 
'Abbas had actually established five Kurdish domains all over the extent 

of the border, from Astarabad (Astarabad) to Chinaran (Cenaran); three of 

them?Bojnurd (Bojnurd), Quchan (Quean), and Daragaz?still existed in 

the 19th century. The owners of Quchan, the strongest among the do 

mains, as well as those of Bojnurd, bore the title of U-khans. Geographi 
cally, some tribes of the Zafaranlu (Zafaranlu) Kurds settled down in 

Quchan, Shadlu (badlu or Sadtlu)?in Bojnurd, Keyvanlu (Keyvanlu or Ka 

vanlu)?in Radkan (Radkdn), and Amarlu CAmarlu)?in Neyshabur (Ney 
sap/bur or Nisabur).3 

Several migrations of the Kurds took place also in Iran in the first 

half of the 18th century, in the period of Nadir-Shah's rule. In all ap 

pearances, he relocated only the Iranian Kurds within the territory of 
Iran?from Ardalan to Khorasan, as well as those having already settled 
in Khorasan?to Gilan for creating an anti-Russian bastion. 

All the Kurds of Khorasan are Kurmanj (Kurmdnj), descending from 
the tribes having once lived in the Turkish domain and belonging to the 

northern grouping of the Kurds; the absolute majority of the latter are 

presently concentrated in Turkey as well, some living in Syria and Iraq. 
In Khorasan, the Kurds are called likewise?Kormanj (Kormanj). They 
speak the same dialect as the Turkish Kurds, Kormanji (KurmdnjT, in Per 

sian rendering Kormanji). Judging by the vocabulary of this dialect, its 

speakers once had definitely neighboured Armenians. Even the pres 
ence of a certain Armenian ethnic element in the bulk of the Khorasani 

Kurds can not be totally excluded. In my field works, while identificat 

ing villages in the district of Chenaran, for instance, I came across peo 

ple who were claiming to be of Armenian origin. Even in a superficial 

2 
Cf. P. Sykes, A History of Persia, vol. 2, London, 19513: 323-324. 

See V. V. Bartol'd, "Istoriko-geograficeskij obzor Irana", idem, Socineniya, vol. 7, 

Moscow, 1971:105-106. 
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skimming of the language of the Khorasani Kurds, a number of impor 
tant borrowings from Armenian become apparent: xdc "cross"; corf an 

"dried cheese"; Votdn "plough"; panjar (pinjdr) "a common denomina 
tion for edible herbs"; mandik "a sort of wild edible plant"; k'el/randu 
"sickle with a long wooden handle", etc.4 Probably, in the phonological 
system of the Khorasani Kurmanji, the Armenian trace is also visible. 
The phonological opposition of the voiceless c/voiced c, and the voice 
less occlusives p, t, k/aspirated p, t\ k\ typical for the Kurdish dialects of 
the historical Armenian lands, is explicitly visible in the Khorasani 

Kurmanji.5 Another detail is of ethnographical character. After winnow 

ing, when the work on the thrashing-floor is over, some groups of the 
Khorasani Kurds draw a cross-sign on the grain heaps cleaned from the 

husk, thus rendering homage to an old tradition, without realising its 
real meaning. 

So, it is beyond controversy, that the Khorasani Kurds had migrated 
from the Kurdish populated regions of modern Turkey, and, judging by 
some tribal names, possibly from the South Caucasian regions (present 
day Armenia, Azerbaijan Republic). In Turkey, it could be the area cov 

ering the Van lake basin, Bidlis, Mush, up to Diarbakr. However, the oral 
tradition of the Khorasani Kurds, as well as all the authors having writ 
ten on the subject, localise the exodus territory of the Kurds of 
Khorasan in Chemishgazak (Qemi?gezek), having allegedly been the 

dwelling area of a tribal confederation with the same name. Yet, the 
tribal confederation of Chemizgazak has never existed, in fact. It was 

just a conventional name given by Shah 'Abbas to the pro-Iranian 
Kurdish tribes resettled later to Khorasan. Sharaf-khan Bidlisi describes 
the dominion of Chemishgazak in details.6 It was one of the four regions 
once constituting the Charsanjak kaza within Kharput (Arm. Xarberd), 
district, i.e. in the area to the south of Dersim. According to some 

authors, Qarachor was a synonym of Charsanjak.7 Today, Chemishgazak 
(Qemi?gezek) is a part of the province of Tunceli (Dersim). Anyway, the 

For details, see G. Asatrian, "Kurdish and Armenian", Iran and the Caucasus 

(forthcoming). 
5 
Cf. Asatrian, ibid.; also 1.1. Cukerman, Xorasanskij kurmandzi. Issledovanie i teksty, 

Moscow, 1986:12ff. 
6 
Scheref-nameh ou Histoire des Kourdes, par Scheref, prince de Bidlis, publiee 

pour la premiere fois, traduite et annotee par V. VeTiamonof-Zernof, tome II, texte 

persan, St.-Petersbourg, 1862:162-175. 

See G. S. Erevanean, Patmut'iwn C'arsanjagi hayoc', Beirut, 1956: 1-3; cf. also D. 

Butyka, "Das ehemalige Vilajet Dersim", Mitteilungen der kais. Konigl. geographisehen 

Gesellschaft in Wien, 35 Band (1892): 109ff. 
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only tribal name among the hundreds of Kurdish tribal denominations 
attested in Khorasan is, perhaps, Qarachorlu (Qaracorlu), which has an 

homonym in the toponymy of Chemishgazak, i.e. the mentioned Qara 
chor. Nothing else, in fact, in the Khorasani Kurds' tribal nomenclature 
reminds the alleged territory of their origin in this area; all the more, a 

tribe called Qarachorli, by the way Shi'ites, mentioned in the Erivan 

province of the former Russian Empire.8 Furthermore, despite the fact 
that the population of Chemishgazak had a significant pro-Iranian ele 

ment, indeed, including the Shi'ite Qizilbashes,9 the biggest part of the 
inhabitants of the region are not ethnic Kurds, but Dimilis (or Zazas). 
Thus, Chemishgazak is a quite implausible candidate for the hypotheti 
cal exodus place of the Khorasani Kurds. In all likelihood, the name of 

Chemishgazak, as M. van Bruinessen believes,10 was actually given to a 

group of migrants, having formed an ad hoc tribal confederation, proba 
bly due to the fact that Chemishgazak was a marked place in the whole 
Kurdish ethnic and geographical continuum of that time. Sharaf-khan, 
for instance, writes: "When someone among the Kurds, mentions (lit. 
names) the vilayet of Kurdistan, he means Chemishgazak".11 

In any case, the real territory of the Kurdish exodus is the mentioned 
area in the present-day Turkey and in the South Caucasus, but by no 
means Chemishgazak. 

Generally, from the numerous tribal names of the Khorasani Kurds, 

ending, as a rule, with the Turkish suffix -lu, only few can be identified 
with the corresponding tribal names of the Mesopotamian and South 
Caucasian Kurmanjs. Cf. Sifkdnlu, as a parallel to Sipki (Sipkunlu), Pazuki; 
Berivanlu, vs. Berifi between Mosul and Mardin; Milan (Mildnlu); Zilan (Zi 
lanlu); Sadilu, vs. SddTmdnlu, a Shi'ite Kurdish tribe in the Erivan prov 
ince; Mdmydnlu, vs. Mamikanlu (Mamgun),12 as well as Ardalan, probably 
coming from the big tribe of Ardalan in the province of Kurdistan in 

Cf. P. Lerx, Izsledovaniya ob iranskix kurdax i ix predkax, severnyx xaldeyax, kn. I, 

SPb., 1856: 89. 

Cf. Scheref-Nameh ..., ibid.; M. van Bruinessen, Agha, Shaikh and State: The Social 

and Political Structures of Kurdistan, London-New-Jersey, 1992:134-135. 

van Bruinessen, op. cit.: 134. 

Cf. Har-gah dar miyane-ye akrdd velayat-e Kordestan maSkur sazand, morad az Ce 

misgazak ast (Scheref-Nameh..., Ibid.: 163). 
12 

See Lerx, op. cit.: 67, 70, 72, 73, 87, 89, 90; W. Spottiswoode, "Sketch of Tribes 

of Northern Kurdistan", Transactions of the Ethnological Society of London, vol. 2 (1863): 

244-245; M. Sykes, The Kurdish Tribes of the Ottoman Empire", The Journal of the 

Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, vol. 38 (1908): 457, 467, 470, 

476, 477. 
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Iran, and Zanganeh, the latter being definitely a part of the Zanganeh in 

Kermanshah, etc. The two last-mentioned tribes moved to Khorasan in 
the period of Nadir-Shah. 

As for the tribal name Gurdn, attested in Quchan and Shirvan,13 it 

has, of course, nothing to do with the Gurans of the province of Ker 
manshah in Iran. It is rather an echo of the social connotation of this 

term, applied to the non-tribal peasants in the North-West of Iran.14 
With regard to the internal definition of the Khorasani Kurds by 

their tribal affiliations, it should be noted that it is, indeed, a quite 
difficult, if not unrealistic, task. With some exceptions, most of the 
tribes have their own doubtful genealogical stories, extenuating the 

cardinally contradictory data in the relevant literature.15 Therefore, 
in the present work, we confined ourselves to the simple registration 
of the tribes, making no further attempts to trace their genealogical 
affiliation. Generally, most of the tribal groups and clans of the 
Khorasani Kurds relate themselves to the Za'faranlu. For the time 

being, the major Kurdish {Kormdnj) tribes of Khorasan are as follows: 

Z'afardnlu Bdcvdnlu Seyxkdnlu 
Sddlu Silsepwrdnlu Qdckdnlu (Qoc-quyunlu) 

Qardmdnlu Izdnlu Zangaldnlu 
Qaracurlu Sevkdnlu (Syukdnlu) Zardqkdnlu 
Tu/dpkdnlu Davdnlu Rosvdnlu 
'Amdrlu Zeyddnlu Sirvdnlu 

Keyvdnlu (Kdvdnlu) Palokdnlu Qardbdslu 
Bicervdnlu Torosdnlu Berivdnlu (Barimdnlu) 

Mdmydnlu Mastydnlu Mozdegdnlu 
Hamazkdnlu Bddldnlu Zardkdnlu 

Cdpeslu Rudkdnlu 

13 
'A. MIr-nya, Il-ha va tdyefe-hd-ye 'asdyen-ye kord-e Iran, Mashhad, 1368/1989: 66 

67. 

Cf. van Bruinessen, op. cit.: 109-115. 
15 

See Lerx, op. cit.: 119-120; K. TavahhodI, Harekat-e tdnxi-ye kord be Xordsan, 

Mashhad, 1371/1992; 'A. MIr-nya, op. cit.: 111-148; also by the same author licit va 

tavayef-e Daragaz, Mashhad, 1361/1982 and Il-ha va tdyefehd-ye lasayen-ye Xordsan, 

Mashhad, 1369/1990; cf. also M.-H. Papoli Yazdi, Le nomadism dans le north du Khoras 

san, (Persian version), Paris-Tehran, 1991: 76-93; R. Sakerl, Atrakndme, tdrix-e jdme-e 
Quean, Tehran, 1365/1985: 54-58; H. Behtuyl, Kord va parakandegi-e u dar Iran-zamTn, 
Tehran, 1377/1998: 87-92; 'A.-'A. Madlh, Neysdbur va estrdtesi-ye tousee, vol. 1, Mash 

had, 1385/2006; idem, Field Materials (2001-2006); etc. 
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TUPKANLU, THE BIGGEST NOMADIC TRIBE OF KHORASAN 

Although, as was stated above, the majority of the Kurdish tribes and 
non-tribal groups in Khorasan are sedentary, there are still several 
tribes and clans practising transhumant animal husbandry. This form of 

household economy is most typical for the Tupkanlu (Topkdnlu, Tupkan 
lu) from the Za'faranlu tribal group or confederation. From the very 

beginning of their replacement to Khorasan, the Tupkanlu settled down 
in the northern part of Shirvan, where soon appeared the village of 

Tupkanlu. Already at that time, the Tupkanlu were seasonal pastoral 
ists, moving from qislaqs, winter villages, to yayldqs, summer camps, 

depending on season. Later, the Rudkanlu clan splintered off from the 

Tupkanlu, to form a separate tribe. 
In general, the Tupkanlu includes ten clans {tire), each consisting of 

approximately ten big families (tdyefe); a big family, in its turn, com 

prises several minor ones (xanevdr). 
In the period from 1872-1922, the Tupkanlu, looking for better pas 

ture-lands, started moving from Shirvan towards Sarvelayat region of 

Neyshabur, where they finally settled in the areas of Dahaneye Shur and 

Shirin. 
In the Qajar period and then, till the fall of the Pahlavi dynasty, the 

nomadic Tupkanlu had lived under a Khans strict supervision. Among 
the Tupkanlu prominent Khans of that period Farhad-Khan Farhadi, his 

son 'Ali-Muhammad-Khan, and the grand-son Reza-Khan Farhadi can be 

mentioned; the latter had headed the tribe up to the Islamic Revolution 
in 1979. 

It is interesting to note that up to 1979, the social structure of the 

Tupkanlu included the associated groups of elders (ris-sefids) within 

each clan, who acted as an intermediary governing body subordinated 
to the Khan. 

According to the census of 2000, there were 306 Topkanlu families 

living in Neyshapur, consisting of 1848 persons. 
The Tupkanlu qislaqs are mainly situated around the town of Kash 

mar, as well as Daruneh, and Shahrabad, while one of the Tupkanlu 

groups lives, in winter-time, near Fayzabad, Mah-Valat (not far from 

Torbat-e Heydariye), another group settles near the town of Marzdaran, 
not far from Pol-e Khatun, to the south from Sarakhs. 

The Tupkanlu leave their summer camps (Kelidar, the Muhammad 

Bek and Shah-Jahan foothills in Esfarayen, the Binaludi southern high 
lands) in early August, starting the routes going down to the south from 

Neyshabur, till, in mid-October, they meet all together with their flocks 

in the appointed time and places, and stayed there for approximately 
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two weeks. Finally, in late October, all set their feet on the paths de 

bouching into their winter villages. The whole process of these autumn 

migrations with interim camps takes around two months, so that by 
mid-December, the Topkanlu reach their winter villages. 

|l_____________________K?i^ 
- * 

?^___________^allB|fiH__ 

9Sln^^^^HI^^^^^HHHH_i^9^^^^^^^Kjf 
" 
Li _fci?jB5M__!r ̂̂ IH 

^^^^^^^^^H^^^^H^H^H______________________^___^_^B^^^^_m% 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^BB^ ^^^^V__^__^__^___H__^_|s 

Tupkanlu Women (Photo by the Author) 

One group moves to the south (Kashmar, Bardeskan and Mah-Valat 
of Torbat-e Heydariye), another one?to Kela-shuri, passing by Dizbad 
and Sangbast, as well as Abravan, towards the regions of Marzdaran and 

Bagh-baghu in Sarakhs, and finally both settle down for the winter in 
Sarakhs (which is a warm place), from where they can easily return 

back, following the same route. 
The spring migration starts on early April; its first stage takes some 

two weeks, and the second one?another two months, when after the 
interim camp, the tribe moves directly to their yayldqs. 

Nowadays, all women and children, with the necessary household 

effects, are transported by vehicle and settle down by themselves in the 
interim camps. It is only herders, who drive their flocks along the de 
scribed route. Of course, previously, till some 20 years ago, they had 
used camels, bat-mules, horses, and donkeys as transportation means; 
camels as the most important among the beasts of burden, being ap 

proached almost as family members. There were two kinds of camels 
used by the Tupkanlu: one of the Arabic breed (Arvdne), a comparatively 
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small and lean but fast animal, and that of the Bukhara breed?a huge 
animal able to bear a heavy load up to 300 kg. 

In yayldqs, the Tupkanlu live in the so-called siydh-cddor, the black 
tents usually pitched on camps sites. In the mentioned interim camps, 
they stay in temporary houses made of various kinds of available mate 

rials?clay bricks, wood, etc. In the same way they build temporary 
shelters for cattle. 

The tents themselves are usually made of goat wool and camel felt, 
covered with waterproof tent-cloth. They can be of different size.16 

A Kurdish Lady in the Tent, Sabzevar (Photo by the Author) 

The Tupkanlu, in all appearances, may become generally sedentary 
in the nearest decade; only the herders will move seasonally, riding 
live-stock from qislaqs to yayldqs and back. There are several factors 

pointing to such a sedenterisation forecast: reduction of grasslands, 
caused by the development of industry in the region, as well as lands' 

degradation caused by increase in herd size; the influence of the urban 

The black tent is almost a common type of temporary dwelling place among 
the Iranian transhumant population. It is usually called syah-cador, although there 
are some other synonyms for it: melega?in Luristan (see L. Edelberg, "Seasonal 

Dwellings of Farmers in North-Western Luristan", Folk, vol. 8-9, Kobenhavn, 

1966/67: 384ff.), kone ras?among the Mesopotamian and Eastern Anatolian Kur 

manji-speaking Kurds, etc. 
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culture and, accordingly, the drift from the land; substandard social 

services, generally resulting in rural depopulation; and, finally, the 

rapid development and obvious advantages of the sedentary cattle 

breeding. The Iranian authorities support transhumant tribes in various 

ways?food coupons for the staples of wheat, barley, rice, and sugar 
amount to government subsidies; necessary human services are pro 
vided (schooling in nearby villages for the children, and occasional vet 

erinary visits to their encampments), etc. 

Kurdish Villages in Northern Khorasan 

a) Bojnurd district 
Location: 

District centre: 

Population: 
Number of Kurdish villages: 

On the North-West 

Bojnurd 
app. 330,700 
122 

Zarneh 

Qustappeh 
Hasanlu 

Kdrluq 
Qadi 
Qardjeh 
Qaraddnlu 
Qarehbdslu 
Qarehjangal-e loulyd 
Qarehkdnlu 
Qarehlu 
Qarehbdnluy 
Qezalhesdr 
Qezalqdn 
Qesldq-e lAbdolldh- dbdd 

Qesldq-e kdveh 

Qesldq-e langar 
Qasr-e qajar 
Seisdb 

Sdh-ojdq 
Sdh-pasand 
Seyx lAli-dbdd-e Qarhdr 
Materdnlu 

Xandaqlu 
Ddngol 

Pasandeh 
Pir-e boz 

Tar yoldm 
Bazrdnlu 

Bozqani 
Band-e Xoddnlu 

Band-eyaymur 
Burbur-e kord 

Beydak 
Pay kotel 

Adine qoli 
VdsliqaVe 
Siyuxosu-Morddxdn17 
Abxur 

Aq-tappeh 
AxlT 
Mahndn 
Mirzdhasdnlu 
Ndv 

Najaf-abdd 
Nargeslu-e sofla 
Nargeslu-e 'oulyd 
Nodeh 
Yeksar-sdx 

Parkdnlu 
Pasandareh 

Cahdr-xarvdr 

Kaldte-ye celu 

Kaldte-ye Hdjiqdsem 
Kaldte-ye Hdji-nosrat 
Kaldte-ye Sohrdb 

Kaldte-ye Farsci 

Kaldte-ye Molldyoldmhoseyn 
Ark 
Kalab 

Kaldte-ye Asiydn 
Kaldte-ye Aqdnabi 
Kaldte-ye ArdesTrxdn 

Kalate-ye esldhdt-e ardi 

Kaldte-ye Bdqerxdn-eyek 

Kaldte-ye Baqerxdn-e do 

Kaldte-ye Baqerxdn-e se 

Kaldte-ye borj 
Kaldte-ye Pahlevdnlu 

HdJ-ZeynoVdbedin 
Haj-1 Alidad 

Barbar-qaVe 
Ubeh 
Utar-dbdd-e sofld 

17 
The local version of this name in Kurdish is Sevxasu-Moradxan. 
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Dardqdnlu 
Resvdnlu 
Rand-dbdd 

Zangdneh 
Sarivdn- tappeh 
Sanvdn-e 'dseqdn 

Surg 
Suluklu 
Hesdr-e Karamxdn 

Halim-abdd 
Hamami 

Hamezdnlu 

Hamid 

fafar-dbdd 
Jelf-darreh 
J ami 

NTki-qaVe (hume) 
Niki-qaVe 

Kaldtey-e Naqi 
Kalatey-e Valixdn 

Kuhkamar 

Keykey 
Garmxdn 

Gomhdy-e Burbur18 
QaVe-tat 

QaVe-tappeh 
QaVe-tut 

QaVe-jaq-e bozorg 
QaVe-jaq-e kucak 

QaYe-saban 

QaVe-marmar 

lOus-qaVe-ye bald 

Utar-dbad-e 'oulyd 

Uzane-bijah 
Ideh 

Injdnlu 
Bdbd-Amdn 

Baddmleq 
Bdzxdne 

Bdycaq 
Badardnlu 
Barbar qaYe 
Borj 
Cerik 

Cahdrborj-e sofld 
Cahdrborj-e 'oulyd 
Xatdb 

b) Torbat-e Jam district 
Location: 

District centre: 

Population: 
Number of Kurdish villages: 

Zeyli (Zill) 

East of Khorasan-e Razavi 

Torbat-ejam 

app. 250,000 
1 

c) Jajarm district 
Location: 

District centre: 

Population: 
Number of Kurdish villages: 

South-West of Greater Khorasan 

Garm-ejajarm 

app. 66,000 

32 

Arg 
Rabdt-e Qarebu1 

Soqdn 
Sunk 
'Emdrat 

Qarje-rabdt 
Qezelhesdr-e 'oulya 
Qezelhesar-e payin 

Qeli 

Bardzdnlu 
Barzaneh 

Post-e bam 

Basidar 

TaSar 

Joydi 
Jousaqdn 
Copeh 
Cesme-ye Tabari 

Dast 

Kaldte-ye Souydnihd 
Kaldte-ye sur 

Kaldte-ye Qajar 
Kaldte-ye Muri 
Gdzdn 
Masud-dbdd 
Masmd 

Mirz-abdd 

In the local Kurdish, as in Turkish Kurmanji in general, gom means "cow-shed" 

(from Arm. gom id.); this toponym can be translated as "the cow-sheds of the Borbor 

(tribe)". On the Borbor (Burbur) tribe, see D. Borbor, "Notes on the New Iranian 

Toponomastics (The Element -bur)", Iran and the Caucasus, vol. 6.1-2 (2002): 189-193. 
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Bam 

Asyar-dbdd 

Hesar-e lIsa 

Darkes 
Navya 

d) Cenaran district 
Location: 

District centre: 

Population: 
Number of Kurdish villages: 

North of Khorasan-e Razavi 

Cenaran 

app. 125,000 

71 

Talqur 
Kamandar-e bald 

Biddbid 

Bahmanjdn-e pdyin 
Bahmanjdn-e bald 
Ilehesdr 
Il-dbdd 
Utdn 

Ahmad-dbdd )Dddkdn) 

Ahmad-dbdd 
Heidi 

Haft-cdh 
Mahd-dbdd 
Nuh Hasan 
Tudeh 
Nou-bahdr 

Manqesli 

Mazang 

Mirjegdn 
Mohammad dbdd-e baluc 
Mohammad-dbdd 
Mds-e Mdskdnlu 
Mds-e Hadrati 

Gavdreskdn 

Golgun 
Gabri 
Kuhestdn-e saixi 

Kundn 

Kaldte-ye sddu 

Kaldte-ye sarif 
Kaldte-ye Kdzem 

Kaldte-ye Kolbejafar 
Kaldte-ye Mohammad 

Bdqer 
Kaldte-ye malu 

Deraxt-e senjed 

Darbydbdn 
Xdje-ye gerddb 
Xazf) 
Xdmi 
HakTm-dbdd 

Hoseyn-naju 

Hoseyn-dbdd-e 

NydzmandT 
Hoseyn-db ad 

Hoseyn-dbdd-e Rddkdn 

HdjiEsmaTl 
Hdji-dbdd 
Cahcahe 
Cahdrmahen 

Camleh 

Camgerd 
Casm-e mdhi 

Kaldte-ye Ardz 

Qeys-dbdd 
Qeyds-dbdd 
QaVe-Bahmanjdn 
Qasq-dbdd 

Qoroq 

Tadir-dbad-e Qezelhesar 

Fadir-dbdd 
'Abdol-dbdd 
lAbbds-xdn-e Qaregol 

'Abbds-dbdd-ejangali 
Tdher-dbdd 
Sams-dbdd 
Sdh-dbdd 

Sark 

Mdrujeh 
Riydd 
Dehbdy 
Duxdn 

Dastgerd 

e) Daragaz district 
Location: 

District centre: 

Population: 
Number of Kurdish villages: 

North of Khorasan-e Razavi 

Daragaz 

app. 95,000 
59 

Mohammad-TaqT-beyg 

Miydb 
Mind 

lAbbds-qaYe 
Fafar-abad 
Ahmad dbdd-e 

Xddemdnlu 

Jankdnlu 
Ddyddr 
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Davardnlu 

Dehest 

Rahmdn-qoli 
Zar-dbdd 

Zangeldnlu 
Zaminddnlu-ye 'oulyd 
Zaminddnlu-ye sofld 
Sanqez-e bald 

Sanqez-e pdyin 

Sanqez-e vasat 

Masugtali 
Seyyedhd 
Surkdl 

Su-ye sofld 
Su-ye vostd 

Su-ye 'oulyd 

Seyxdnlu-ye loulyd 

loulyd 
Ildnjeq 
Borj-qaVe 
Besdrat 

Sabdareh 
Bahddor-xdn 

Pdykdn-e sofld 
Pdykdn-e loulyd 
Tappehlik 
Tut 
Tuzdnlu 
Hasan-dbdd 

Hasan kadxodd 
Hadrat-e Soltdn 

HaqverdT 
Halqeh 
Xdfiydn 

Darband-e bald 
Darband-e pdyin 

Qdzdn-beyg 
Qorbdn-dbdd 
Qezlaq 
Qesldq 
Qalceq 
QaVaceh 
QaVe-ye Hdtam 
Kdlu 
Kdhu 
Kabkdn 

Kaldte-ye arbdb 

Gap! 
Gadugdnlu 
Garmdareh 

Ganddb 

f) Sabzevar district 
Location: 

District centre: 

Population: 
Number of Kurdish villages: 

East of Khorasan-e Razavi 

Sabzevar 

app. 500,000 

6 

Uler 
Bdbd-cesmeh 

Hojjat-dbad 
Zard-kuh 

Seyyed-abad 
Kdyef 

g) SIrvan district 
Location: 

District centre: 

Population: 
Number of Kurdish villages: 

East of Northern Khorasan 

SIrvan 

app. 170,000 
73 

Sokrdnlu 
Surik-e Takmerdn 

Surik-e Ziydrat 
lAbd-dbdd 
'AlT-xdn 

Fazel 
Darbdld 
Sar-cesmeh 

Dolu 
Razm-dbdd 

Reda-dbdd 

Ziydrat 

Xddemi 
Xdn-hesdr 

Xdnloq 
Xeder 
Xatdb 
Cesmeh-duzdn 

Cakldnlu 
Cukdnlu 
Pir sahid 
Tabardn-e sofld 
Tork 

Taqi-dbdd 

Abselx 
Molld Baqer 
Varaqi 
Vark 

Kaldte-ye HendesT 
Garzu 

Ganj-dbdd 
Gugli 
Lujli 

Mohammad lAli-xdn 

Marzaq-dbdd 

Qoljaq 
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Sorx-ru 

Sardar-dbdd 
Sekke 

Sangcin 
Sarik-dbdd 
Hasan-dbdd (Takmerdn) 
Hasan-dbdd (Zavarem) 
Hesdr-e Pahlevdnlu 
Hesdr-e Davin 

Hesdr-e Musa beyg 
Hesdr-e Ndmeh 
Heidar-dbdd 

Borj 

Tasnovdn 

Tupkanlu 
Tudeh 
Tukur19 

Borzu 

Boz-dbdd 

Bolydn-e sofld 
Bolydn-e 'oulyd 
Bize-ye Zeynal-beyg 
Beyg 
Beyg-e Tukur 

Beygdn 

QaTece 
QaYezu 
Qurddnlu 
Quridarband 
Quldnlu-ye bald 

Quldnlu-ye pdyin 
Qavindnlu 
Kdrxdne-ye qand 

Kaldte-ye Tukdnlu 
Amdn-dbdd 
Amir-dbdd 
AmTrdnlu 

h) Faruf district 
Location: 

District centre: 

Population: 
Number of Kurdish villages: 

East of Northern Khorasan 

Faruj 

app. 68,000 
10 

Kore-tappeh 
Darband-e EsfajTr 
Xabusdn 

Aqbdy 

Yam 

Kurdn-e kordame 

Hesdr-e Andaf 

Jahdn-abdd 
Jafar-dbdd 
Tarqi 

i) Quean district 
Location: 

District centre: 

Population: 
Number of Kurdish villages: 

North of Khorasan-e Razavi 

Quean 

app. 180,000 
220 

Ndvax 

Yddegdr 
Yadak 

Yusef-dbad 
Zuxdneh 
Soltdn-e Zirdbeh 
Sorak-e Tupkanlu 
Tavil 
lEmdrat 

Fath-dbdd 

Sahr-e kohne 

Seyxkdnlu 
Sir-zan 

Sirydn 
Tabariydn 
Tardqi-ye kord 
''AllMohammad 

Abjahdn 
Xeldjlu 
Xomartds 

Asibeldnj 
Aqd Lotfali 
Alaslu 
Alxds 
Abr-dbdd 
Farxdn-e sofld 
Farxdn-e sdhrdh 

Farxdn-e kohne 

Qdckdnlu 
QaYe-mosarraf 

19 
Another version of this place-name (twkwr) is Takfur {tkfwr), which seems to be 

more correct; t'akfur in Turkish Kurmanji means "prince, noble" (from Arm. dial. 

t'akfor, t'akfur, Classical Arm. t'agawor "king"). 
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Nur-Mohammad 

Arcin-dbdd 

Aqmazdr 
Aqkahriz 

lAlldhiydn 

Emdmqoli 
Emdmdordi-xdn 

Inc-e sdbldy 
Inc-e sdhbdz 
Inc-e kikdnlu 
Bddxur 

Borj-e Kdrdds 

Pdykotal 
Peru-dbdd 
Pirdnlu 

Sahrik-ejavdnlu 
Jdndn 
Cardn 
Cunli 
Heidar-dbdd 
Xabkdnlu 
Dardnlu 
Sdddbeh 
lErdqi 

Qare-tappeh 

Qare-cdh 

Qesldq 
QaYe-1 Abbas 

Kaldte-ye Ahamad 

?ah-eja'farzdde 
Cdh-e HdjVEsmati 
Cdh-e Redd-dbdd 
Cdh-e roldmhoseyn-e 
Azdari 
Cdh-e Moqaddam 
Cahdrbdy-ejadid 
Hasan-dbdd 

Hesdr-e Alldhverdi 

Xeyr-dbdd 
Xeyr-dbdd (Duydyi) 
Fildb 
Qdl-e Kamdklu 

Qarjaye-ye Qahremdnlu 

Xdjehd 
Xukdnlu 

Ddsanjdn-e kordi-ye 
Dadeh-xdn 

Zddag 

Zartdnlu 
Zindanlu 
Zubdrdn 

Zeyddnlu 
Zigdnlu 
Sdldmfuj 
Sardni 

Sarddb 

Soleymdn-dbdd 
Sar-gonbad 
Hesdr 

Hamzekdnlu-ye bald 

Hamzekdnlu-ye pdyin 
Xersekdnlu 
Xorram-dbdd 
TTtkdnlu 

Jartudeh 
Jdfar abdd 

Jangdh 
Juzdn 
Capdnlu 
Carkdxneh 
Carmeh 

Can 

Cukdnlu 

Haj Taqi 
HdjiKdhu 

Pir lAli 

Piruddnlu 
Pireh 
Taxt 

Tardnlu 
TarnTk 

Borj-e Zeyddnlu 
Bardar 

Barzal-dbdd 
Barzaldn-e sofld 

QaVe-kamar 

Qeytdqi 
Kacldnlu 
Kordakdnlu 

Kaldte-ye ?dh 
Mohammad 
Gol Ahmad-beyg 
Gadegdnlu 
Mefranqah 
Magji 
Malavdnlu 
MTr Fadlolldh 
Mildnlu-e sofld 
Mildnlu-ye loulyd 
Ndmdnlu 

Neqdb 
Naqdu 
Niyyat 
Vali-dbdd 

Hast-mory 
Ydrem-Gonbad 

YengiqaV-e loulyd 
Kaldte-ye nowruzi 

Golmakdn 
Kavdki 

Kurkdnlu-ye sofld 
Kurkdnlu-ye loulyd 
Kohne Farud 

Kadugdnlu 
Gazku 

Gonbad-jaq 
Mohammad-dolu 

Mohammad Redd- xdn 

Mardkanlu 

QaVe-beyg 
QaVe-Hasan 

QaYe-safd 
QaVe-vali 

Qolhak-e 'oulyd 
Qusxdne-ye sofld 
Kdkli 

Kaldte-ye Bali 

Kaldte-ye fafarabdd 
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Qarjayeh 
Qelqel 
Qarjayeh (Xarq) 

Qare-cesmeh 

Qare-gol 

Sisbardnlu-ye sofld 

Sisbardnlu-ye loulyd 

Singeli-e sur 

Singeli-e sirin 

Samxdl 

Souq-dbdd 

Sahrdnlu 

Darbdddm 
Darbandi 
Dodb 
Doulat-xdne 

Dulddnlu 

Dolu 

Rostam-dbdd 

Resvdnlu (Mdyun) 

Redd-dbdd-e Astdneh 
Rizeh 

Barzalan-e 'oulyd 

Bargerd 
Beglar 

Bavdnlu 

Bibahre 

Pdlkdnlu-ye sofld 

Palkanlu-ye 'oulyd 

Kaldte-ye Cambar-xdn 

Kaldte-ye Hasan Reddyi 
Kaldte-ye Redd 

Kaldte-ye Saldri 

Kaldte-ye Molld 

Mohammadqoli 
Kaldte-ye Mahdaviydn 
Gabr-dbdd 
Gurexar 

Ldlu 
Motor-e HdjiPandhi 
Motor-e HdjHasan-e 
Hamideldhi 
Motor-e Haj Heydar-e 
Ebrahimi 
Motor-e sarhang 
Tahmdsebi 
Mir-dbdd 

Kaldte-ye Rahimiydn 
Kaldte-ye Zamdn 

Kaldte-ye Siydhdast 
Kaldte-ye Sdh 
Mohammad 

Kaldte-ye Sdhmir 

Kaldte-ye Nazar (Ali 

Kaldte-ye Nazar 

Mohammad 
Estarxi 

InjT-xdn 
Bidak-e pdyin 
Kadgol-bdy 

Qusxdne-ye 'oulyd 

Katlar 
Andarzi 

Nabdbid 
Emdm-morsed 

Urte-cesmeh 

Uydz-e tdzeh 

Izmdn-e bald 

Izmdn-e pdyin 

Bay-mahalleh 

j) Kalat district 
Location: 

District centre: 

Population: 
Number of Kurdish villages: 

North of Xorasan-e Razavi 

Kalat 

app. 40,000 
20 

Ldyin-e kohne 

Ldyin-e nou 

Rabat 

Rajab-dbdd 
'Aziz-dbdd 

Asad-dbdd 
Baha Ramadan 

Pol-gerd 
Tiregdn 
Caram 

Caram-e nou 

Cahdr-rdh 

Hdji-dbdd 
Xdkestar 

Karndve-ye sinn 

Qezelqi 
Kahldb 
Karim-dbdd 

Sang-e divdr 
Cendr 
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k) Maneh-Samalqan district 
Location: 

District centre: 

Population: 
Number of Kurdish villages: 

West of Northern Khorasan 
Asxaneh 

app. 95,000 

63 

Aqmazdr 
Esldm-dbdd 
Resdlat 
Zard 

Zamdnsufi 
Zadi-ye (oulyd 
Ses-xdneh 

Mehr-dbdd-e Xdvar 

Sahr-dbdd-e kord 
Sir-dbdd 
lAziz-dbdd 

'Fsq-dbdd 
QddT 
Qare-dydj-e Sarband 

Qare-dydj-e pdyin 
Qar-e mosalld 

Qesti-ye Sdpur-xdn 

Qesti-ye Modven 

Kerik 
Kesdnak 

Kaldte-ye dzddegdn 

Borj-e Zangdngu 
PisqaYe 
Jozak 
Caxmdqlu 
Camanbid 
Hasan-dbdd 

Heydara-abdd 
Xorramdeh-e sarqi 

Qarecdy 
Qarekdnlu 
Qasri 

Sirin-darreh 

lAli-dbdd 
Rahimddd 

Hasrgdh 
Cesmegdh 
Tdze-qaYe 

Tappeh 
Taxtmis 

Taqecendr 

Tupcenar 

Kaldte-ye Naqdujdn 
Kaldyen 
Kikdnlu 

QaVebarbar 
Qalandar-tappeh 
Kask-dbdd 
Kaldte-cendr 

Kaldte-kasi 

Kaldteqamu 
KaldtekdlTmdni 
Garmdb 
Garmak 

Gaz-dbdd 
Molld Hasan 
Mehmdnak 

Najaf 
Hdvard 
Ustdd 

Bdzdre-ye Qdrnds 
Aqce 
Espdxu 

1) Mashad district 
Location: 

District centre: 

Population: 
Number of Kurdish villages: 

Maryzdr 

North of Khorasan-e Razavi 

Mashad 

app. 300,000 
1 

m) Neysabur (NTsabur) district 
Location: 

District centre: 

Population: 
Number of Kurdish villages: 

the centre of Khorasan-e Razavi 

Neysabur 

app. 500,000 

18 

Nou omidi 

Sargerik 
Sebydn 

Nasr-dbdd 
Andardb 
Pire-sahbdz 

Surandeh 
Zolm-dbdd 

'Esq abdd 
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Kaldte-ye Bojnu 
Kaldte-ye Redd Xdn 

Kaldte-ye Mohammadjdn 

Taxte-masid 

Cahdrgusli 
GoSdr 

Fddel-dbdd 

Hoseyn-dbdd 
Zarandeh 

Judging by the above list, most of the Kurdish villages of Northern Kho 
rasan are concentrated in the Quchan (221 villages) and Bojnurd (122 

villages) districts. Mashhad and Torbat-e-Jam have one Kurdish village 
each. 
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